Abstract: Seeking a responsible reading of
A familiar question concerns Eliot's way from "The Hollow Men" in 1925 to Ash-Wednesday five years later. The verse is different, to be sure, but poets are always bent on "saying it new" and "growing" their medium. At one point in his so-called conversion poem, Eliot writes of "restoring / With a new verse the ancient rhyme. "
1 It is the "ancient rhyme" that interests us non-poets, the return to a way of seeing that seems increasingly outmoded, that set of analogies by which medieval men understood the universe. How does Eliot get to the avowedly Christian perspective from that other and different one-whatever it be precisely-that now appears all the more "semblable" to us, inhabitants of "the waste land" and perhaps "hollow men"?
That is not the question with which I begin this consideration, at least not directly. Mine would appear simpler, if less familiar. Our question is not how we get to "The Hollow Men" from The Waste Land, three years earlier, as one might suppose, accustomed as we are to read the great poem as modern in point of view and (therefore) non-, if not antiChristian. Rather, the question is the relation of the two works. I will argue that it is closer than generally recognized. The verse is different, to be sure, but both poems are made of separable but integrated parts that feature a variety of voices, all of them requiring the most scrupulous attention and, specifically, invoking the use of the two "tools" of criticism that Eliot had identified in The Sacred Wood as "comparison and analysis. " 2 If for no other reason than its brevity, heavily accentuated by the shortness of the verses themselves, "The Hollow Men" is enigmatic, arguably more so than The Waste Land (and nearly as much as Ash-Wednesday). In ways, it rhymes with that earlier poem; more, it appears directly to recall it, to ask that they be related one to the other: for example, "This is the dead land / This is cactus land / Here the stone images" and "the wind in dry grass / Or rats' feet over broken glass / In our dry cellar. " 3 The children's song that erupts into "The Hollow Men" in its last section-"Here we go round the prickly pear"-may recall and reverberate with such lines in The Waste Land as "O O O O that Shakespeherian Rag. " Both poems are made of fragments, the later in a more rhetorically significant and thematically charged fashion.
Critics have generally been neither kind to nor particularly perceptive concerning "The Hollow Men. " In his 1959 book, still a seminal study of
